The author presents issues of proinnovative industrial policy in Poland and China. He de scribes the reasons for this policy in current conditions of the economies of the aforementioned countries.
Introduction
China and Poland are trying to be more innovative and avoid a trap of middle growth. The aim of the article is to analyse how assumptions of innovative industrial policies in Poland and China are related. The author's concept of the existence of a set of similarity between factors and circumstances of social--economic lives in both countries. Some challenges are similar too. The author analyses especially documents of the European Union and polish government, Chinese 13 th Five Year Plan, program declarations and speeches of the lead--officials of the Chinese state. Finally, he recognises strict connections between important challenges ahead of both countries and contents of their proinnovative industrial policy.
The author recognizes the term proinnovative industrial policy as a combination of terms: the innovative policy and the industrial policy.
Bengt-Ake Lundvall and Susana Borras state that the innovative policy includes the scientific and the technological policy. The main focus of the innovative policy should be the overall innovative performance of the economy. There are many possible instruments of the innovative policy such as: improving organizational performance and learning, developing information society, competition and environmental regulation, improving social capital for regional development, intelligent and democratic forecasting, etc. [Fagerberg et al., 2006: 519-616] . Łukasz Mamica mentions that innovative policy can be defined as: "Activity of public authorities and other entities (such as universities or research institutes) aimed at creating conditions for growth of competitiveness and improving quality of life in citizens through the rise and development of innovations (taking into account coordinative activities in the sectors of science, education and in the field of research and development)" [Geodecki, Mamica, 2014: 16; comp. Vonortas et al., 2015: 10 and n.] .
Murat Yülek states that industrial policy and economic planning are bi-directionally related [Yülek, 2015, p. 21] . One can meet with many concepts of industrial policy. For example, Jacques Pelkmans recognizes wide concept of industrial policy which consist of: framework aspects (functioning of the market, better regulation, competition policy, etc.), horizontal industrial policy (research strategies, entrepreneurship and risk capital, skills and human capital, etc.), sectoral (specific) industrial policy (sectoral interventions, specific aspects of regional and cohesion policies, technology policies, etc.) [Bianchi, Labory, 2006: 47] . Henryk Kozarowicz and Agnieszka Skowrońska mention that the concept of industrial policy concerns not only industry, but also wider understood structures of an economy. The notion of the strategy of the industry development is only an approximate concept to the notion of industrial policy [Kozarowicz, Skowrońska, 2005: 9-15] . The author can state that this term has more open than close character.
The reasons for the policy

Current conditions of economy
One can declare that the current situations of the economies of China and Poland are far from the state of true crisis. Perhaps both national economies analysed are not growing so fast as the states wish, but the author can say that economies The Assumptions of Proinnovative Industrial Policy in Poland and China 319 of these countries are on the long-term path of growth. Alarming news from the specific Chinese (limited and restricted) stock exchange market or about specific dispute considering legal relations between specific Constitutional Tribunal and other public powers in Poland are not significant symptoms of important macro--economic troubles now.
The basic, valid economic data of China are: (1) GDP growth rate in the year 2015 was 6.75% (in 2010 it was 10.2% and the projected rate for 2017 is 6.2%); (2) the total population is about 1.4 billion people; (3) GDP at market prices is about 10.5 trillion USD (13 171 USD per capita); (4) commitments in the fiscal year 2015 amounted to 1850 million USD. Today's data for Poland are: (1) GDP growth rate during the year 2015 was 3.5% (in 2011 it was 5% and the projected rate for 2017 is 3.5%); (2) the total population is circa 38.5 million citizens; (3) GDP at market prices is about 550 billion USD (24 952 USD per capita); (4) commitments in fiscal year 2015 were 966 million USD [http://www.worldbank.org and https://data.oecd.org, access: 2016].
All know that reforms of Chinese economy and state are far from complete. Generally, the People's Republic of China continues to remain a developing country because its GDP per capita is still a fraction of GDP per capita in more developed countries. Given the current situation of a decreasing GDP growth rate Chinese national economy is searching for new drivers for social-economic growth [OECD, 2015: 10 and n.; Word Bank, 2016a: 6 and n.] .
Poland can be recognised as the country that has gained a relatively high-income status (after the transition of the national economy of a former member of the Soviet bloc). However, previous engines of "post-transitional" development of the Polish economy (especially: the accumulation of capital during the exodus from the so-called "socialist" economic system, advantages of the productivity growth, huge capital transfers from the European Union) are finishing and Poland needs new drivers for growth too. Particularly, it is needed change the position on value chains which is strictly connected with strengthening the innovativeness of Polish economy [World Bank, 2016: 3 and n.; OECD, 2016: 6 and n.] .
Former circumstances regarding the systems of the states and national economies
The Circumstances of the social-economic life in China are rooted in thousands of years of Chinese history [http://www.npc.gov.cn/englishnpc/Constitution/ node_2825.htm, access: 2016], which began about thousand years before settlement the Rome [Zhang, 2015: 139 and n.] . The ancient Chinese thought recommends: the value of an education, a necessity of harmony in all social organizations (in the state too); the main power of governing should be a moral virtue rather than a law; assurance of economic welfare is an indispensable condition for improving people's morality (and -as a consequence -gaining the harmony in the state). Confucius claims there are three necessary requirements for good governing: food for the people (i.e. securing their basic needs), a strong army (what one can recognise today as a good level of national security) and a trust of the nation for governors [Schwartz, 2009: 104-110; Brzozowska, Mikusińska, 2016: 203-219] .
Chinese rulers, commanders and thinkers present an opposing view of matters of planning and strategy than a typical, direct, western point of view. They prefer twisting paths to victories (i.e. gaining their targets). Frontal clashes of phalanxes (which was typical of ancient Greeks) are an extreme without any alternatives in the tradition of the Chinese management. The best communicate in the tradition of Chinese public life is a complex and subtle courtly poem. Confucius states that each wording is temporary and each is not reservedly enough. Chinese master does not speak but shows. He does not communicate but notices. There are many differences in understanding of the world between the minds of Western and Eastern people. The subtlety of an indirectly way can be often hard to interpret for people from other parts of the world [Jullien, 2006: 15-260] .
For last five hundred years' development of social-economic life in China has been under various influences of the Western civilization. Contacts during the first three hundred years were less intense. During this period envoys of the West such as, the Jesuit Order, especially tried to propagate Christianity in the Far East (with minor final results), but also cooperated on many technological issues such as constructing of mechanical clocks or canons [Klarecki, 2014: 118] . The nineteenth century brought a collapse of Chinese sovereignty. It was the century of "gun-boat justice" and looting the emperor's palace in Beijing by European expeditionary forces. Colonial powers were removed from the Chinese land by Japanese aggressor during the wider-understood period of the Second World War (which was cruel for China and brought about a lot of damage) [Kirchberger, 2015: 29] . At the end of the seventies of the former century, the Communist Party of China started the transition of Chinese state and economy [Cieślik, 2015: 12 and n.] .
The valid Chinese paradigm of development assumes: active role of the state in economy; non-ideological and pragmatic methods of reform; general rule that material needs of citizens are more important than their individual liberties ("priority of market rather than democracy"); conducting of Chinese development by well-chosen elites which are conscious of strategic purposes of the country; relative openness of China to the world (for needs of growth and generally within the borders of it); using "Chinese soft power" in international relations and non-involvement directly into military conflict [Dziak et al., 2012: 225-226] . The author can state that maybe the last what will be changed -will be the official names of the governing party and the state.
The Chinese constitution proclaims: a disruption of the socialist system is prohibited; the organs of the state apply the principle of democratic centralism; the state ensures the consolidation and growth of the state-owned economy; non-public sectors of the economy are an important component of the socialist market economy; the state encourages, supports and guides the development of the non-public sectors of the economy; the state promotes the development of the natural and social sciences, disseminates knowledge of science and technology, commends and rewards achievements in scientific research as well as technological innovations and inventions; the state encourages and assists creative endeavours conducive to the interests of the people that are made by citizens engaged in education, science, technology.
1
The Polish statehood is about one thousand years old. Generally, Poland was under influences of the West during European Middle Ages. The country's economic system and the system of the state did not transform properly during the era of the European colonisation (i.e. after the year 1500). During the eighteenth century Poland was divided between three neighboring, modern empires. The country was shortly independent during both world wars. The Second World War brought many losses. After the war Poland was a part of the Soviet bloc. Polish constitution claims: the country shall be a democratic state ruled by law and implementing the principles of social justice; a social market economy, based on the freedom of economic activity, private ownership, and solidarity, dialogue and cooperation between social partners, shall be the basis of the economic system of the Republic of Poland; limitations upon the freedom of economic activity may be imposed only by means of statute and only for important public reasons.
2
The Treaty of Lisbon (the records of which concern Poland as a member state of the European Union) proclaims: "The Union shall establish an internal market. It shall work for the sustainable development of Europe based on balanced economic growth and price stability, a highly competitive social market economy, aiming at full employment and social progress, and a high level of protection and improvement of the quality of the environment. It shall promote scientific and technological advance". This document also contains a declaration, that states: "The Union aims at achieving balanced economic growth and price stability. Economic and budgetary policies thus need to set the right priorities towards economic reforms, innovation, competitiveness and strengthening of private investment and consumption in phases of weak economic growth".
3
The needs of recent proinnovative industrial policies in the two countries are similar. China and Poland are trying to be more innovative and avoid a trap of middle growth. The author's concept of the existence of a set of similarity between factors and circumstances of social-economic lives in both countries over the last few centuries and now.
Today's challenges of the social-economic life
The author can mention that China is a major country and its problems are not rarely major too. Generally, he recognizes that official Chinese sources inform about them directly and indirectly. Many sources have substantial uncritical or unfriendly attitude to the People's Republic of China.
One can indicate more important valid challenges of the Chinese social-economic life: high inequalities (not only inside society, but between parts of the country); rapid developmental processes (which harm not only the environment, but also social connections -especially industrialization and urbanisation); difficulties in gaining minimum middle-income status (for majority of the huge population of the state); ethnical and religious separatisms (the country is not homogeneous), excess of information for needs of Chinese society (today the Great Chinese Wall is the National Firewall), complex political and military situation around China (especially controversies over where the territory of the People's Republic of China begins), anxieties of not possessing the military supremacy in the region (which are connected with memories -from last two centuries -of being a victim of aggressive actions of foreign powers); slowing of the growth of Chinese economy (sta ble and gradual since the year 2010); often difficult access to basic public services (especially education); corruption (trials of top-ranked officials and commanders during the last few years who had problems with "party's discipline" have informed about the problem) and the largest, quantitative size of public administration on the planet (circa about 50 million of public servants) [Cabestan, 2013: 65-121; Word Bank, 2016b: 3 and next; Góralczyk, 2010: 72; Behrendt, 2015: 7 and n.; Xi Jinping, 2014: 37; OECD, 2015: 14 and n.] .
The social-economic life in Poland is not without any challenges. The two most important are aforementioned: finishing previous engines of "post-transitional" development of Polish economy and it's not satisfying position on value chains of global economy. The other relevant problems are: the valid growth rate is stable, but not so high (as during previous years); the author can state that the country is still divided (into social-economic cultures of three empires which ruled over Polish territory till the end of the First World War -especially the most significant contrasts are between former territories of Germany and Russia); metropolitan territories with high, accumulated growth and many territories without it; benefits of the development after collapse of the Soviet bloc have not been shared equally; necessity of reform of the public finances (including the social protection which begins to face demographical processes); improper use of a capital of well-educated society (and relatively significant potential of universities and other research institutes); a common advantage of statistical Polish firm is still low costs of work; a lack of national financial capital; the country has one of the least innovative economies in the OECD (the report of the European Union from the year 2015 is not optimistic) [Hausner, 2013: 118-132; European Commission, 2015: 31; Ministerstwo Rozwoju, 2016: 9-62; OECD, 2016: 14 and n.; World Bank, 2016: 2-7] .
4 All these challenges can guide Poland to the "middle-income trap".
Valid contents of proinnovative industrial policy
Current sources of the officially declared policy
Today's the most important publicized source about Chinese proinnovative industrial policy for the foreigner researcher are information considering new Chinese 13 th Five Year Plan, program declarations and speeches of the lead-officials of the Chinese state (especially president Xi Jinping); reports and statements by international economic or research institutes, valid scientific literature concerning Chinese matters, essential news from China (for example from Xinhua Agency), reliable economic data, current communicates of Chinese governing bodies and their applicable regulations of law in force.
The most important barrier for the foreigner researcher from Western world is not ignorance of the official Chinese language but aforementioned "subtlety of the indirect way" and their ancient methods of programming and implementing strategies which suggest not informing completely about all contents of the strategy [Giles, 1910: 1-25] .
The following valid sources about the policy in the Republic of Poland can be recognised: documents of the European Union (such as strategy "Europe 2020"), statistical data (Eurostat and Central Statistical Office of Poland), program documents or declarations of Polish government (for example Morawiecki's Plan), current news or communicates from reliable institutes concerning social-economic life in Poland (such as Polish Agency for Enterprise Development). th Five-Year Plan (2016 -2020 . Chinese prime minister Li Keqiang has described the plan using sentences: "the next five years will be a crucial stage for us to build a moderately prosperous nation" and "if we can fulfil this important step, then China will be able to circumvent the middle income trap" [http://english.gov.cn/premier/news/2015/11/17/content_281475236779801.htm, access: 2016]. Presentations of the plan on Chinese governmental portals directly and indirectly show that the issues of the plan concern many aspects of social-economic life (especially the aforementioned challenges of Chinese development -for example -ambitious goal of levelling inequalities inside China). The Communist Party of China published in March 2016 a document (concerning the plan), which claims that: "By 2020, an institutional environment and a policy and law system in line with innovation-driven development will have been formed in China, which will effectively guarantee a transformation of China to an innovation-oriented country" [http://english.gov. cn/2015/12/29/content_281475262707599.htm, access: 2016].
In previous years a collection of speeches of Chinese president Xi Jinping was published in many languages of the world. It contains many speeches concerning various aspects of governing of his country. Xi Jinping speaks about proinnovative policy too. For example, in his speech from the 9 th June 2014, which was entitled "Transition to Innovation-driven growth" he stated: "In the face of new trends of scientific and technological innovation, the world's major countries are seeking to make new scientific and technological breakthroughs and gain competitive edges in future economic as well as scientific and technological development. We cannot afford to lag behind in this importance race. We must catch up and then try to surpass the others". The similar envoy contains the speech from 21 st October head lined "Right Time to Innovate and Makes Dreams Come True" [Jinping, 2015] .
Artur Gradziak enumerates main instruments stimulating research and development of Chinese firms: fiscal privileges, governmental credits and guarantees, Chinese own technical standards, conditions of protection of intellectual prop erty, policy versus foreign investments, system of imposed transfer of technologies, promotions of binds between research sector and industry [Gradziak, 2013: 111-156] . The exemplification of this strategy is one of the detailed goal -changing the non-optimal situation "made in China" to the positive, target situation "created in China" [Li Wuwei, 2011, p. XV and next; Li-Hua, 2014, p. 49 and next] .
The issues of proinnovative industrial policy are still present during activities of central Chinese governing bodies.
6
Today's processes of the proinnovative industry policy in China are often connected with intensive processes of modernising and development of Chinese military (especially far-range oceanic navy and high-tech air forces). It implicates technological effects not only in China, but also in the region. For example, in April 2016 the Royal Australian Navy decided to commission dozen oceanic, ultra-tech nuclear submarines "Barracuda" class in industrial cooperation with the French DNCS Group [http://en.dcnsgroup.com/news/australian-government-selects-dcns-for-the--sea-1000-future-submarine-program, access: 2016]. The author can state that one of the real strategic goals of China is the growth of the country with no possibility for the aforementioned disasters of nineteenth century to happen and stepwise creation of an ability to protect far, overseas interests of China (for example in Africa).
The Republic of Poland is a member-state of the European Union. Its innovative policy is substantially conditioned by the proinnovative policy of the Union. The strategy of economic policy "Europe 2020" which generally declares "Europe must act" and speaks about "smart growth" (developing the economy based on knowledge and innovation -as drivers). The following ideas are mentioned there: improving the quality of education, strengthening the research performance, promoting the innovation and the knowledge transfer, making full use of information and communication technologies, ensuring that innovative ideas can be turned into new products or services, etc. [European Commision, 2010] .
Today the European Commission suggests Polish authorities that government agencies in Poland should face the challenge of creating operational synergies in order to integrate the research and innovation policies better (especially applied research and the commercialisation of innovative ideas). It is also important is the introduction of fast-track funding for innovation [European Commision, 2016] .
The National Reform Programme "Europe 2020" which was adopted by the (former) Council of Ministers in April 2015 stated that it is necessary: to conduct actions supporting the increase of innovations, including increasing expenditure on research and development; to remove barriers for conducting business activity, to improve the quality of education to provide competent personnel, to expanding access to finance, to promote knowledge transfer, to develop business environment institutions, to stimulate cooperation between science and business. The detailed elements of the country's policy presented are: credits for technological innovations; establishment of mechanisms for the financing of research infrastructure and the activities of scientific entities; support for the development of clusters; implementation of science and research programmes and programmes fostering the cooperation of science and industry; development of sectoral programmes for key branches of industry and other proinnovative programs (such as "Brokers of Innovation", "TOP 500 Innovators", Programme for the Support of Investments of Utmost Importance for the Polish Economy for Years 2011-2020"), etc. [Coun cil of Ministers, 2015] .
In February 2016 the new Polish government accepted the Morawiecki's plan which is declared as the long-term economic development plan for the country. The program concerns five main tasks: reindustrialization; development of innovative companies; foreign expansion; sustainable social and regional development and increase of savings [Ministerstwo Rozwoju, 2016] . In April 2016 the plan is still rather a set of declarations than a document of a detailed strategy but many mentioned aspects are present during activities of Polish authorities -especially the Ministry of Development or the Polish Agency for Enterprise Development (for example, projects "Silicon Bridge" 7 or "White Paper of Innovativeness" 8 ).
Summary
There are huge differences between the two country analysed. However, there are some similarities between certain challenges of their social-economic lives. Particularly, Chinese and Polish economies wrestle to tackle the following problems: competitiveness of low costs of work, not satisfying position on value chains of global economy, various inequalities inside the countries, the real pos sibility of "middle-income trap", the needs for strengthening their national securities. There are some resemblances in the histories of the both countries during the last two centuries. China and Poland declare using innovativeness as the new driver of the growth of their economies. Both countries are going to conduct proinnovative industrial policy with using many similar methods and create their national innovation systems (which should include their governmental structures, business and universities) [Greenhalgh, Rogers, 2010, p. 87 and next] .
No one knows what tomorrow will bring, 9 but the proinnovative paths of the economic policies of China and Poland is convergent with the valid achievements of economics. 
